MEETING #2 WEB SUMMARY

Meeting Objective
The objectives of the meeting are to agree on the definition and framework for Student Life topics discussion and to begin to generate ideas to fulfill the charge of the Student Life Task Force.

Welcome/Introductions

Working Lunch - Gustavus student population of the future
Associate Director of Admission Bob Neuman shared insights and answered questions about the anticipated student population of the future.

Review Student Life Task Force Scope/Timeline

Idea Generation in Small Groups
What are Gustavus’s aspirations regarding student life? How could we describe student life at Gustavus in 2020?

What strengths can/should Gustavus build upon relating to student life?

What are Gustavus’s transformational opportunities relating to student life?

Homework Assignment
Members divided into three sub-groups based on the three large topics of the Student Life Topics Framework: Student Centered Learning, Ensuring Access to Student Services, Leadership Development.

Sub-groups will review the compiled ideas from Meeting #1 and Meeting #2 and consider aspirations/strengths/opportunities in assigned topic and begin thinking of actionable items for recommendations.